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Abstract
The article discusses the general characteristics of the deformation of concrete under repeated cyclic loads of compressive 
stresses observed in the experiments executed by the authors, as well as domestic and foreign researchers. Based on experimental 
data of fixed and variable levels of stress, limits have been defined for reference points of stabilization of strains and stresses. The 
plotted stabilization diagram outlines the accumulated deformation with the increase of the number of cycles and shows the stress 
level above which the concrete fails after a finite number of cycles. The total deformation of concrete in the initial system of 
coordinates is determined by summing up the incremental strain of each cycle calculated in the new system of coordinates. This 
technique is used to determine the number of cycles until the stabilization of the deformation at low stress levels and the number 
of cycles until the failure of concrete at high levels of stress.
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
Peer-review under responsibility of organizing committee of the XXIV R-S-P seminar, Theoretical Foundation of Civil 
Engineering (24RSP)
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1. Introduction
The diagrams of concrete deformation correlating the relative deformations with the stresses bb VH  under cyclic
loads of compressive and strain stresses have recently attracted considerable attention of researchers. These diagrams
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are important from the perspective of their direct use in calculations for concrete and reinforced concrete structures
(mostly, rod-based), and for creating more generic simulations of concrete deformation caused by repeated loads,
when a temporary load is periodically removed and reapplied after a certain period of time. Besides, simulating the
behavior of structures under loads that change according to some cyclical principles is the first and primordial step 
on the way of transition to dynamic (including seismic) loads, taking into account the physical nonlinearity and 
cracking of concrete. The contemporary normative regulations provide for the calculations of data for reinforced 
concrete structures using only one-time static load applied until the failure of concrete 
2. Diagram for concrete under static load applied until its failure.
The diagram of cyclic loads on concrete comprises (Fig.1,a) a diagram of static load which is applied in short-
time experiments with concrete stair samples using a fixed rate of stress increase for 60 minutes with uniaxial 
compression until the vertex of the diagrams (the ascending line oh on the initial diagram); the lines showing 
unloads and reloads with the same timing modes in the experiments. The nonlinear character of the changes in the
deformation is explained, firstly, by the cracking in the adhesion on the surface of the filler and the compound
caused by differences in their harness, secondly, by micro-cracks in the compound caused by the concentration of 
the stress near the adhesion cracks. Some researchers attempted to plot a theoretical curve by idealizing the above-
stated specifics of the concrete structure, but this type of approach has not been successful so far at a microscopic 
level. On the other hand, researches have lately proposed a number of mathematical expressions that describe the 
changes in the deformation depending on the stress. The methodology of describing the initial curve diagrams of the 
deformation of concrete was revealed in [1], where in short time simulations, the stress time is not used directly, and 
the nonlinear character of concrete in the relation bb VH  is established with the help of elasticity coefficient bQ .
The value of the coefficient is equal to the ratio of nonlinear deformations to the total deformation. It is calculated
using both the stress and the deformation. It conveniently includes the stiffness matrices of the reinforced concrete
element sections. With central axial compression, the diagram of the deformation of concrete for this model is 
formulated as:
bb
b
b E Q
VH ~
~~  , (1)
where bbb E,,VH are respectively relative deformations, stresses, concrete elasticity modulus; cbb EE  Q is the secant
modulus; bQ is the coefficient of change in the secant modulus, which is calculated with the use of the formula
,1)ˆ(ˆ 2210 KZKZQQQQ  bbb (2)
where 01 tt bQ ; bQˆ is the value of the coefficient of change in the secant modulus bQ at the vertex of the diagram;
0Q is the value of the coefficient bQ at the start of the diagram; K is the relative stress ( 10 ddK ); 21,ZZ are the 
diagram curvature parameters,
bb
b
b EH
VQ
ˆ
ˆˆ  ;
b
b
V
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ˆ
 , (3)
where bHˆ is the deformation at the vertex of the diagram; bQZ ˆ5.221  ; 12 1 ZZ  .
3. The model for describing the diagram of the deformation of concrete under cyclic loads
The model for describing the diagram of cyclic loads is based on experimental data and the adopted calculation 
methods. The lines of removal and application of loads are plotted as straight linear segments, which are plotted to 
the vertex of the diagram (ray-tracing method), where the slope angle to the deformation axis defines the value of the 
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secant modulus in cycles. The curvature of the changes in the deformations is expressed using additional nonlinear 
expressions. To that end, the following designations are introduced: the parameters with the tilde (a) correspond to 
their values at the vertex of the diagram for each cycle: bbb QVH
~,~,~ ; the parameters with arrows: (m) correspond to 
the values in unloading, and (o) in reloading.
Let us look at the first load cycle, which comprises a load over the curved section 100' of the initial diagram
bb VH  and the full unload, which follows the linear principle. For the unload section of 0 11 00 ''  (
0
1bH being the 
residual deformation in full unload), we will introduce a new coordinate system. The start of the coordinates will be 
at the point 10' of the initial diagram. The direction of axes b'V
' and b'H
'
are replaced with the one opposite to axes 
bV and bH . The incremental stress kbV
'
' at any point k of the unload section k'10 corresponds to the incremental 
deformation kb1H
'
' , and in bb VV ~ '
' , respectively, 01bH' is the incremental deformation in the new system of 
coordinates with full compressive stress unload.
Fig. 1. To the methodology of describing the diagram of concrete under cyclic compressive stress loads.
The value of residual deformations 01bH with full unload is determined according to the equation:
b)a)
c)
d)
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0
11
0
1
~
bbb HHH ' . (4)
The ratio between the increments of stresses 1bV
'
' and deformations 1bH
'
' in the new system of coordinates is 
written as in formula (1) by replacing the secant modulus bbE Q
~ with the secant modulus 1bE
'
of the unload line of the 
first cycle, which is determined by the slope angle 1D of the unload section 0 11 00 ''  to the deformation axis.
111 / bbb E
''' VH ' ' . (5)
The correlation between the secant and starting deformation moduli is determined as
bb EE J 1
'
, (6)
where, based on the experimental data, it is assumed that 95.0/~bQJ  .
With the increase of stress, the nonlinearity of concrete is manifested more at the start of unload, and the value of 
the secant deformation modulus is reduced: for example, during unloading, the coefficient 74.0 J at the vertex of 
the diagram, with 30ˆ  bV MPa and 510200ˆ  bH , and the residual deformation after the complete stress removal is 
50 1067  bH .
After the first cycle unload, the following cycles proceed with the segments of the repeated loads and unloads. A
stabilization diagram ( oc , Fig. 1,b) is plotted to describe them. The analytical designation of the stabilization 
diagram of concrete is written as formula (1), where the value of the starting elasticity modulus bE is replaced by
bbc EE 9.0 . The elasticity modulus for the stabilization diagram is reduced by 10% relative to the deformation 
modulus of the initial diagrams, thus taking into account the accumulated deformations at lower stress level, which 
determine the values of bE . The designation of the coefficient bQ~ is replaced by bcQ~ , the values of which are 
determined according to formula (2) for calculation of the elasticity coefficient bQ , but new initial parameters are 
introduced for: bcE and the coordinates of the vertex of the stabilization diagram bcVˆ and bHˆ .
The criteria for setting a limit (maximum) for stress level bcVˆ  in a few repeated loads is the deformation
stabilization. Based on experimental data, the stabilization limit is assumed as bbc VV ˆ83.0ˆ  : deformations become 
stabilized under stresses in cycles bcb VV ˆˆ d ; in bcb VV ˆˆ ! the concrete starts to fail under deformations over
510)115110(~  bH on the initial diagram and upon coming to the limit values of bHˆ .
The condition for stabilization of relative deformations is designated as:
0~ 1,,,   ' ibibib HHH or   GHHH d ' 1,,, ~~ ibibib ; 0
0
1,
0
,
0
,   ' ibibib HHH or   GHHH d ' 
0
1,
0
,
0
,
~
ibibib , (7)
where ib ,H' and
0
,ibH' are respectively, relative incremental deformations at the vertex of the cycle and the residual 
deformation between the following and previous cycles ( ...,4,3,2 i is the number of the cycle); G is the preset 
acceptable value of error. The condition for concrete failure is designated as:
b
N
i
ibbib
f
HHHH ˆ~~
2
,1,,  ' ¦
 
, (8)
where 1,
~
bH are relative concrete deformations in the initial diagram; the second member of the formula is the sum of 
incremental deformations in cyclic loads until the failure of concrete.
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The segments between the initial and stabilization diagrams for each stress bV~ define the value of the total 
incremental deformations bɫH~' (section bc00 1 ' ) at the vertex of the cycles until the stabilization of the 
deformations (for stabilization limit bɫVˆ , segment ɋɋ 1 and bbɫ HH ˆ
~  ), the value of which is calculated according 
to the formula:
¸¸¹
·
¨¨©
§
  '
bbcb
b
bbɫbɫ E QQ
VHHH ~
1
~9.0
1~~~~
1 . (9)
In the area of stresses causing failure with bɫb VV ˆ! , the total incremental deformations until failure bfH'  are 
calculated as the difference between the limit values of deformations and their value on the initial diagram.
bb
b
bbf EQ
VHH ~
ˆˆ  ' . (10)
For a preset stress level, the number of cycles until stabilization cN and until failure fN  are calculated according 
to the formulas
2
1
1ˆ
¸¸¹
·
¨¨©
§

 
K
Kc
c NN whereas   cKK d0 ; K 1NˆN f whereas   cKK ! , (11)
where bb VVK ˆ/ is the relative stress level ( 83.0ˆ/ˆ   bbcc VVK ); Nˆ is the maximum number of cycles 
until the stabilization under stresses bcb VV ˆ . The value of Nˆ depends, in the first place, on the load modes of 
samples, subject to the stabilization conditions (8) and the accuracy of experimental deformation values. The
experimental conditions in the specified continuous load modes made it possible to achieve the error level
6105  G and to assume 50ˆ  N cycles.
Let us return to the description of cyclic load diagram using a ray-tracing method. At the end point bc0  on the 
stabilization diagram, the load and unload follow one linear principle (Fig. 2b), their secant moduli are equal
bibi EE
&'
 ( cNi  ). The residual deformations during the unload after stabilization in the system of coordinates
bbcb '' VH
'' 0 are determined using the increments of stresses b'V
' and deformations bcH
'
' ,
bi
b
bcbc E
'
'' VHH ' ' ~ , (12)
where the value of secant modulus biE
'
is determined according to the formula (6) with bQ~ is replaced with bcQ~ .
With the full removal of compressive stress in the formula (12): bb VV ~ '
' ; 0bcbc HH ' '
' (segment 00 1 00 bc' ) is the 
value of the total incremental residual deformations until stabilization relative to their value after the first unload.
In individual cases, it is necessary to know the deformations at the i -th cycle of load and unload. Let us consider
the methodology of their calculation using the example of the second cycle. During the load in the second cycle, the 
incremental stress bb VV ~ '
& in the system of coordinates bb ''' VH
&& 00 1 fixed at the start of load segment (Fig.1,c)
corresponds to the incremental deformations 2bH
&
' . At the vertex of the diagram, the deformations of the initial
diagrams 1
~
bH ߝǁ௕ଵ have the increment of 2
~
bH' (segment 21 00 ''  ). Hence,
0
121
0
122
~~~
bbbbbb HHHHHH '  '
& . (13)
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In the same manner, the incremental deformations 2bH
'
' (segment 2
0
2
~0 bH' ) is determined during the unload in 
the system of coordinates bb ''' VH
'' 0 2 fixed at the start of the unload segment of the second cycle (Fig.1,d)
)(~~)(~ 02
0
121
0
2
0
122 bbbbbbbb HHHHHHHH '' ' '
' . (14)
In equations (13) and (14) the values of incremental deformations 2
~
bH' (segment 21 00 ''  ) and
0
2bH' (segment
0
2
0
1 00 ''  ) are unknown at the endpoints of the segments of loads and unloads.
When the values become known from (9) and (12) for total incremental deformations bcH
~' and 0bcH' , and the 
number of cycles cN becomes known from (11) until stabilization, the behavior of changes in the incremental 
deformations biH
~' and 0biH' ( cNi ...,3,2 ) can be calculated according to formulas:
EHH bcbi
~~ ' ' ; 000 EHH bcbi ' ' , (15)
where ¸
¹
·¨
©
§  
N
NLn c
2
0
~
2.01
K
EE ; cNN ...,3,2 is the number of the cycle.
Successively calculating the values of the incremental deformations ( biH
~' for load and 0biH' for unload) according 
to formulas (15) at the endpoints of the lines of the group, one can calculate the values of total deformations at the 
vertex of the diagram biH
~ and the residual deformations 0biH in the initial system of coordinates bb VH  according to 
the formulas:
bibbi HHH
~~~
1 ' ;
00
1
0
bibbi HHH ' . (16)
The incremental deformations in the intermediate points of the segments of load kbiH
&
' and unload kbiH
'
' are 
determined in new system of coordinates, fixed at the endpoints of the segments of the i -th cycles, for the preset 
value of incremental stress at point k :
bi
k
bik
bi E
&
&& VH ' ' ;
bi
k
bik
bi E
'
'' VH ' ' , (17)
where bibbiE HV
&&
/~ , bibbiE HV
''
/~ .
The expressions for total incremental deformations in the ݅-th cycle in the new system of coordinates biH
&
' – for 
load, biH
'
' – for unload are similar to formulas (16) and (17) and are designated in general terms as:
0
1,
~
 ' ibbibi HHH
&
; 0,
~
ibbibi HHH  '
'
(18)
where parameters biH
~ , 0biH and
0
1, ibH are calculated according to formulas (16). 
After number of cycles cN , deformations stabilize and the lines of loads and reiterated loads join into one line
000 bcbc  (Fig. 1,d).
4. Conclusions
Two diagrams are plotted for analytical description of the deformation of concrete under repeated loads with
compressive stresses: a diagram of static load on concrete with the increase of stress until failure and a stabilization
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diagram, which shows the limit of accumulated deformation with the increase of the number of cycles and
determines the level of stress, above which the concrete fails after a finite number of cycles.
The total deformation is calculated by summing the incremental deformations determined for each cycle in the 
systems of coordinates starting at the cycle vertexes. The experimental data are used for the calculation of
correlations for determining the number of cycles until stabilization and until failure.
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